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Reimagine productivity with Microsoft Dynamics
Transform business process automation and people productivity with Microsoft 
Dynamics and the Microsoft Cloud

Run your business and delight your customers 
with the tools you need to increase insight, 
grow sales, manage your financials, and stay 
compliant. Microsoft Dynamics customer 
relationship management (CRM) and 
enterprise resource planning (ERP) solutions 
go beyond simple integration with Microsoft 
productivity tools like Outlook, Word, and 
Excel. With a single sign-on you can access 
your business applications from within Office 
and share data across solutions, making your 
tasks easier and your people more productive. 

With Microsoft Dynamics and the Microsoft 
Cloud, you’re free to work anywhere, anytime, 
across your devices. It’s quick to deploy, easy 
to use, and has the power to support your 
growth ambitions. Start with what you need 
today and easily adapt as your needs change.

•Financial management and accounting 
Manage cash, assets, and banking.
•Supply chain, Manufacturing, and 
Operations Track and manage production, 
inventory, orders, and vendors.
•Marketing, sales, and service Manage 
campaigns, sales opportunities, contacts, and 
service contracts.
•Project management Create estimates, 
track projects, and manage capacity.
•Business intelligence and reporting 
Get real-time visibility and analytics to track 
performance and to act with insight.
•Multi-currency. Compete globally with 
multi-currency and language capabilities.
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 for 
Manufacturing & 

Distribution

Go-beyond your stand-alone 
applications with connected 
solutions that drive business 

process automation and 
employee productivity

 

With software / apps running 
in the cloud, you can  

manage customers, financial 
data and stay focused on 

your core business without 
the need of wait on IT 

 

Harness the power 
of data to improve 
processes, spot 
trends faster and 
outperform your 

competitors
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Microsoft Azure is changing manufacturing
As an industry-leading cloud platform, Microsoft Azure has been at the center of this transformation, helping 
manufacturers construct scalable digital infrastructures, adopt effective productivity tools and prepare for developing 
technological shifts. There’s never been a better time for SMBs to modernize their technology. The cloud has opened 
up new avenues for companies of all sizes to expand capabilities, create greater productivity and mobility, and 
efficiently expand their growing businesses. Companies looking to move to the cloud need to understand what 
options will best suit their business needs today and support where they want to go tomorrow..

Microsoft Dynamics ERP is sold and deployed by a global network of solution specialists known as partners or resellers like 
Techminds Group. We will price and implement your business solution based upon your unique needs and can provide 
implementation and support services like solution configuration, training and on-going support targeted at getting your 
business up and running on Microsoft Dynamics. Our Microsoft Solution consultants can work with you to integrate and 
customize the software best suited to your needs.

By connecting processes, information, and individuals across functions, plants, companies and 
geographic locations, ERP solutions amplify enterprise-wide communication and coordination in 
real-time and with increased precision. Furthermore, specific to manufacturing, organizations can 
reap rewards in terms of:
1. Rapid response times—crucial for those last-minute requests, rush orders, status updates 
2. Improved on-time delivery to boost customer experiences, customer satisfaction
3. Better resource management—which greatly impacts planning, management decision-
making & production 
4. Improved interaction with customers and suppliers—again, this drives increased 
retention rates. 

Contact Us to find out how Techminds Group can be your trusted 
IT partner in transitioning your businses operations to the cloud. (201) 836 3200

Grow Effeciently 
Use flexible, agile, simplified IT 
Automate and easily adapt 
business processes.
Manage your business, not your 
servers.

Work Smarter  
Make informed decisions  

Manage opportunities and 
increase sales.
Get a 360-degree customer view.

Modernize Business   
Connect and collaborate from 

virtually anywhere 
Bring your office with you 
wherever you go.
Respond at the speed of business

Techminds Group is a premier enterprise solutions company, delivering Microsoft Dynamics CRM, Dynamics 
NAV and enterprise SharePoint solutions to clients all over the world. We are a Microsoft Certified Partner in Data 
Management Solutions bringing Value-added solutions to meet the needs of our customer. We strive hard to 
return great results to our clients and a great career to our staff. We leverage the power of the market to create an 
effective solution to achieve the best result without compromising quality.

Why do businesses move to the cloud? 

93%
Increases 
productivity outside 
the office

Frees up IT resources 
to work more on 
strategic tasks

A source of 
competitive 
advantage for early 
adopters

60% 57%


